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baryons and if strong interactions are dual there must5).also The factorized Veneziano model serves as a basis for .
-2- In the present paper and in a forthcoming paper ) we consider all these vertices and propagators. Our main guide in attacking this problem is duality. The solution has to answer three basic problems:
A) The number of degrees of freedom of a hadron increases as its total quark number (number of quarks + number of antiquarks) increases. How does one describe structures with an ever increasing number of degrees of freedom?
B)
In the usual Veneziano model the process of a meson emitting another meson can be visualizedl)'3 as one of the quarks (the active quark) of the meson doing the emission and
As pointed out in ref. 5 , duality in BB + BB requires the existence of qgqq-mesons M4.
Similarly duality in BMit-'BM4 requires the existence oi qqgqq -baryons B . Then BB-+BB requires 5 55
q3q3-mesons M6 and dibaryons D6' etc...One thus concludes that in a dual theory there must exist exotic hadrons with arbitrarily high total quark number. A typical illustration of the quark focusing principle is given in jig. 1.
Here a baryon emits a baryon to become '41 = (32 f 813 f (AJ<al e ' . ' .
V3a takes the usual Veneziano form. In eq. (2) 00 96 Lt | 4-elt (6) selected by the asymptotic conditions
The quark trajectories C and C_ that originally intersected at z = zl = -00 and at z = zil = +DC) -, now, in view of the conformal nature of the mapping (4) intersect at Z4 = +00 and at z l = i71-.
As was already mentioned in the introduction this means that the two quarks that get 
73 911 j, d» "
(i-DC so that V4a = V (10) 3a provided G =G (11) 3 2 This is of course nothing more than a reconfirmation of the theory's conformal invariance. the intercept using a fifth dimension in the oscillators.
As was to be expected this is the same result as was obtained We can now perform the conformal mapping v = ln(ez + 1) (16) This is precisely the inverse of the mapping (4) so that From fig. 5c we read off the vertex ikrt·(tw,AF)
(1:e :
N (here M4 = qqgq meson and F is the focusing point fig. 5c ).
As we did in section 2 we may now calculate the amplitude V 5c using the vertex (18). At this level a question arises. In nonexotic mesonic and baryonic processes ) was given by eq. (3).
In the case of purely nonexotic mesonic processes we had a single infinity of active modes,those described by operators a.
The b modes in this case were decoupled. As soon as Because of duality however, the BBM4 vertex is fixed in the form (18) and these new modes do not get excited in BB scattering.
(They get excited however in other processes as will be shown in II). Thus one should get the same result whether or not one It is also interesting to note that the BB -channel being intrinsically exotic there are no s-u and t-u type
"
BB-amplitudes. Thus the whole BB amplitude is given by the sum of diagrams 4a and 4c both of which are of the Veneziano-form. It is the purpose of this section to establish this principle for any hadronic vertex. The crucial ingredients that enter our proof are the following:
i) Any hadronic process, no matter how exotic the hadrons involved (i.e. no matter how large their total quark number)
can be described in terms of one or more world sheets (i.e.
complex A + i n planes).
For processes involving only nonexotic mesons and baryons this is obvious. For processes involving exotic hadrons this presumes a solution of the "geometric" problem of quark arrangement within the hadron. As was mentioned in the introduction this will be presented in II. While the detail° of the "geometry" derived there are irrelevant ror our present discussion, we shall use the fact that statement i) holds.
ii) Duality
Duality will only be used in the sense that all hadrohic amplitudes are invariant under the mapping (4) Because of the conformal nature of the mapping all quark lines that in the z-plane intersected at zH will now intersect at wH. These N quark lines will now be coming from the two "neighboring"
intermediate hadrons which by a suitable choice of the process can be made to be any two preassigned hadrons A and B for which a vertex HAB is allowed by the hadrodynamic selection rules.7)
Thus the focusing of active quarks occurs at all hadronic vertices.
We repeat here that this proof is independent of any \ 11 "
detailed knowledge of the geometry of the hadron H. All that matters is the existence of one or more world sheets for the process.
In case there are more world sheets we can repeat the above reasoning on each of these sheets. "universality" relations of the type G2 = G3 = G4 (eqs. (11) and (20)). Now we can continue discussing higher total quark numbers. As a first step we consider the process MM4+
MM4. An argument completely similar to that in MB scattering now tells us that the MM4M4 and MMM couplings must be equal. The effects of baryons and exotic hadrons in unitarity corrections is expected to be most important at higher energies. Ecm*2.5
GeV.
A most important unitarity effect: the appearance of a Pomeranchuk singularity has thus to be reconsidered along the lines suggested in ref. 1lb.
Our results give a simple physical picture which fixes the ratio of any two strong coupling constants, in particular reproduces all known universality principles (2 -universality, f-universality, PCAC, etc.). We thus found as a byproduct of our results that all these limited universality principles have a common origin in the quark substructure of hadrons and in the way the quarks get'activated at hadronic vertices.
We would like to thank Drs. L. N. Chang, D. Gordon and R. Rivers for valuable discussions. Quark diagram for meson-meson scattering. Quark diagrams for meson-baryon scattering. i) The denominator on the right hand side of Equation (6) should read 4ew, not 4e2K
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